The prisoners of despair: right hemisphere deficiency and suicide.
This paper presents an integrative approach to understanding of the inner experience of suicidal persons in terms of hemispheric asymmetry. The right hemisphere is involved in formation of polysemantic context. Polysemantic context is determined by multiple interconnections among its elements, while each concrete element bears the stamp of the whole context. Left hemisphere functioning leads to formation of monosemantic context. It is suggested that due to functional insufficiency of the right hemisphere the suicidal person demonstrates a compensatory shift to left hemisphere functioning. This shift manifests itself in reversed asymmetry of neurotransmitters, tendency to dissociation, alienated and negative perception of the body, lower sensitivity to pain, disintegration of self-representation, cognitive constriction, overly general nature of personal memories, difficulties in affect regulation as well as such personality traits as low openness to experience and personal constriction. This hypothesis raises a number of suggestions for future research.